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Abstract
Given the high cost of labor involved in annotating large collections of images, the goal of this project is to create an 'ideal' layout of a photo collection for the eventual purpose of quick tagging and event identification. The arrangement is dynamically laid out based on who took the picture, who was around when the picture was taken, and when the picture was taken (date, time of day, and day of week, and where the photo was taken). The layout of the photographs is determined by a calculated value of "closeness" between any two photographs based solely on the metadata associated with each of the photos.
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Introduction
The gap between what computers know about digital photos and what people think about when they mentally classify their photo collections impedes the ability of photo collection management software to accurately sort and retrieve photos without extensive user interaction. Computers work in terms of Cell Tower ID, exact time of photo capture, nearby Bluetooth IDs, and other specific information, while people think in terms of events, collections, people that might be in the photo, and terms that the person might later use to retrieve the photo group. The difficulty of the visual medium lies in the inherent semantic gap between text and images: text has the advantage of semantics and syntax, while images, barring major breakthroughs in both AI and computer-vision, do not share the same expressive ability. One image or photograph could have different meaning and interpretations, especially in the case of any possible automated annotation.

Our visualization's goal is to help bridge the semantic gap when organizing and annotating a photo collection by creating the ideal “cognitive” spatial layout of a photo collection. The visualization attempts to arrange the photo thumbnails in such a way as to match people's underlying cognitive process of identifying groups of related photos (or as close to ideal as we can get). The data behind this layout is a dynamically calculated value of “closeness” between any two photos, based on similarities in the photos' various types of computer-understandable metadata. The relative attractive weighting of the various types of metadata will be easily and interactively adjustable through the user interface, allowing a live exploration of the photo collection's visualization with a minimum of user effort.

Our hope is that a force-directed graphing and clustering of photos will provide an interface intuitive enough as to allow people to adjust the weights to maximize the similarity between the on-screen grouping of photographs and how an individual would classify or tag their photo collection. Using the Mobile Metadata Media 2 (MMM2) framework and data, we explore this type of grouping on personal photo collections to help users understand some implied semantics that may emerge from the metadata collected. First, we will look at other visualizations of photo collection management and
then discuss the outcome of the interface tested by users in follow-up testing. We hope that this technique of clustering could be applied to the larger problem of photo management and may possibly provide an efficient method for photo tagging and annotation.

Related Work

Background

Christel and Consescu discuss the two paradigms of access and retrieval of images and videos: concept-based versus content-based visual indexing. Concept-based indexing provides more expressive means of communicating an image to an end user but requires more manual processing. On the other hand, content-based indexing looks to analyzing lower level properties of an image such as individual pixels and differences in color, texture, and shape. Content-based indexing can be automated but often is too low-level for most end-users.

However, the challenge of effective retrieval and organization still exists, especially with video retrieval. Christel and Consescu talk about some of the problems that arose related to search and retrieval of video with the TRECVID 2003 collection. In particular, the authors wanted to assess the value of visual information in contrast to accompanying speech narrative in closed caption video. Participants of this study were given the task of searching for videos either in a system that had an accompanying information channel (closed caption) or a purely visual one. The results demonstrated that the system with closed caption outperformed the purely visual search. In effect, text search was still predominant and preferred.

Rodden, Basalaj, et al discuss the usefulness of having thumbnails arranged according to mutual similarity. Prior research found that textual documents were easier to browse when giving a representation of some notable structure by clustering similar items. This understanding motivated the development of an interface similar to our own based on creating an undirected graph of similar photos according to some textual description. Images would be arranged spatially closer or further away from one another according to mutually similar items. One key difference in the interface from our own is the puzzle-like fashion in which the thumbnails are arranged according to each photo’s orientation.

Amazon Create Your Own Ring

This is an example of an interface that is used to filter for a few objects in a sea of many, and is an interface that is almost completely driven by sliders as a filtering mechanism. This multiple-slider approach allows the current “state” of the system (in their case the ring, in our case the formula that defines closeness between two photos) to be adjustable along many dimensions at the same time, without excessively confusing the user. Both the “range” sliders, where the user is bounding a range of possible values, and the “volume” like graphic, indicating increase towards the right of the slider range, have been
incorporated into our revised screen mockup and align well with the information gathered in our user surveys.

Flickr

The Flickr photo sharing website is used by many people as a convenient way to upload and tag images. The portion of the Flickr interface that was most inspiring was the filtering timeline mechanism in the Organizr section of the website. It is useful to see how long a series of photos is and where in time photos were taken. The group used this idea of a filtering timeline in its later sketches.
Picasa

Picasa is a popular photo-management tool released by Google. Picasa provides an easy-to-use tool to organize, edit, and share pictures. The structure of the program is largely influenced by the folder layout in the Microsoft Windows file tree (along with EXIF data extracted from the images). One of the key features of Picasa is the timeline that allows you to scroll through images in a chronological fashion. The timeline includes a micro/macro overview of the images by noting the number of images per month and year along the bottom of the screen while allowing the user to scroll through each folder and display a representative image from it. The interface is smooth and fluid and encourages users to flip through and get a sense of possible significant events. However, the major drawback is that the program is largely driven by how a user manually organizes photos and folders. In our user testing, several users had seen Picasa and were able to provide us with comparisons between our prototype and the experience that Picasa provides.
Lessons Learned

Our group found that sorting by time was the most common way of partitioning photos, as almost all software has access to the sequence that the photos were taken in, if not the exact time that the photos were taken. This allowed for a rough match to cognitive groups, but was still lacking in several respects. The highly interactive sites like Amazon Ring have us ideas into how to create an interface that had continuous feedback with respect to every action the user took. This also informed the method that we are currently using for the slider control, and correlated with some of the feedback we got in our user survey: it is best if every action had an immediately visible effect. Our current use of “threshold” values in the sliders, where if a user is outside the threshold there is no visible effect, is less useful than a continuous range where changes always have an effect.

Our Project

Visualization Properties

Our primary goal when designing the AMP visualization was simplicity: we believed that the user should have a minimum of clutter on the screen for both controls and feedback. Because of this goal, we limited the AMP interaction points with users to the top controller portion and the large photo table area. The main point of interaction is through the top sliders, changing the available force-of-attraction variables to control grouping of the photos. The user can also interact directly with the thumbnails through drag-and-drop in the large bottom thumbnail display to re-arrange and untangle interesting clusters of photos.
Layout

The “attractive force” (edge weights) are determined by the contextual metadata associated with every pair of photographs displayed, with each potential contributing factor interactively defined by the user’s position of all of the sliders. The dynamic (and sometimes organic looking) clustering of the thumbnails is accomplished through a simple force directed layout, with each thumbnail repelling every other thumbnail a constant amount, and each thumbnail potentially attracted to the other thumbnails with similar metadata.

Our hypothesis was that with the right balance of forces, the layout would cluster into groups that made cognitive sense. An earlier prototype with visual edges (see close-up below), while more cluttered, more clearly represents the desired clustering behavior. See the usability analysis for details as to how useful the clusters actually were.

Color

Color in AMP is used simply to prevent overlapping and occlusion of groups that may be in near spatial proximity. Since clusters represent mutually exclusive events, we need to highlight the categorical differences in each grouping. As such, using colors that are different in hue is important. This rule is contingent on the spatial layout of each cluster. Clusters that overlap should use differing hues. However, clusters that may be farther apart could simply change the saturation level.

Size

Currently size is used to highlight the thumbnail that the mouse is hovering over, in order to vie a closer view of the currently selected photo without disrupting the rest of the visualization. In a future revision of AMP, we hope to make the thumbnail sizes dynamic with respect to the number of thumbnails on the screen. This is very important to aid in recall: while our users seemed able to identify photos when they were part of a cluster, we found the threshold to be around 35 pixels before the users started to have problems identifying isolated pictures. Making the thumbnail size dynamic with respect to the number of images displayed on the screen would make better use of the available screen size, while minimizing overlap and maximizing recall.

Properties of Interactive Graphics

While current paradigms of browsing photo collections involve looking at grids of images, this method of organization does not invite users to explore the data. In addition,
if users have large sets of photos, the grid interface along with more serialized views like a timeline do not allow for the investigation for emergent patterns.

Our interface emphasizes the principle of interactivity and exploration of one's photo collection. More importantly, it provides a fun and easy-to-use tool to adjust the visual presentation. In any highly interactive graphic environment, users must be able to manipulate the data by selecting query parameters. The AMP interface accomplishes this through the controller bar section.

AMP also provides a quick way to easily interpret the data. Clustering immediately draws the attention to the underlying similarity of photos that might not have been apparent at first glance. Given the continuous and rapid feedback of the interface, the grouping of photos helps users validate any multitude of associations.

Finally, the AMP interface enables for a wide but meaningful range of viewing images. This exploration of clustering gives immediate feedback and encourages incremental and iterative loopbacks so as to satisfy individual cognitive organization.

Our Dataset
All group members and usability participants were test subjects for the Mobile Media Metadata 2 project. For this project we used extensible markup language (XML) outputs from the MMM2 database. MMM2 was a piece of software developed for Nokia 7610 cameraphones. The software detected when a participant took a picture, in addition to enabling the user to share the pictures with friends and family, the application also stored contextual metadata associated with each photograph. This contextual metadata included, who took the picture, individuals (with Bluetooth phones) that were nearby when the picture was taken, where the camera was when the photo was taken, what date
it was, and what time it was. The unique data provided by MMM2 was invaluable for this visualization.

**Insights Provided by AMP**

**Simple Interface**
AMP provides a very simple input interface that allows users to explore their photo collections, without having to understand the majority of the data before they input. This interface then presents photos laid out visually that enables users to view relationships in their photo collection. In the future we believe that this type of software could be used for tagging, more will be discussed in the future directions section.

**Browsing Vs. Search**
Like other popular photo albuming software and websites we have approached the problem of finding photos as a browsing task. Our examples of Picasa and flickr highlighted two pieces of software that enable users to move through their photographs in a visual way. We have extended this concept a bit further, moving beyond a grid layout of photographs, to show interrelatedness.

**Filtering**
Although the sliders are useful in adjusting the visualization, they do not filter the pictures that are being displayed. This filtering can prove to be very important. For example some MMM2 users have more than 1000 photos, it would be extremely difficult for a human to process that many photographs at the same time, the screen would either be cluttered or the photographs would have to be too small to be viewable. Additionally, current computing power begins to hit limits when using a force-directed layout with too many nodes at the same time, extending the need for intelligent filtering.

It is likely that the sliders will have to be augmented in future versions with filtering mechanisms, or they will need to be replaced with another type of input widget.

**Grouping Data**
Looking at a series of clusters of photos on a computer screen may give enough clues to how the clusters were created, it also may not. Doing other labeling including displaying metadata with the photos, and clustering data is being considered.

**Usability Analysis**
For our Usability Analysis we recruited two groups of people, one group of individuals were new to the AMP interface (Beginners), and one group was more familiar with the AMP interface concept as well as the MMM2 data (Experts). We also found that testing the visualization with the owners of the photos is essential for accurate feedback. People are able to recognize photos that they are familiar with at a much smaller thumbnail size, and are much faster to draw associations between groups of photos. Unfortunately, this limited our test population to those that had taken 100 or more photos using MMM2, a necessary restriction to ensure a sufficiently rich dataset for the visualization.
Tasks
The tasks created for our usability analysis were fairly generic mostly because the team members had no way of determining the types of photographs each of the participants would have. At the beginning of the test users were asked to identify what each of the labels on the sliders of the interface meant, participants were also asked to identify what the sliders in general did. After the simple identification task users were asked to manipulate the sliders to find meaningful groups of photos, when they found a meaningful cluster they were asked to identify what the cluster was. At the end of the test participants were asked to react to the interface, reporting what they liked, what they did not like and any changes they would suggest.

Beginners
The beginner participants were recruited from the MMM2 user pool. All of the participants were second-year graduate students in the School of Information Management and Systems at the University of California Berkeley.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beginner 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Berkeley Graduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This user used to use Picasa to organize their collection but stopped because of the effort.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feedback
- Cell tower was initially thought to mean “how easily one can upload photos”
- Hour of Day was though to be a 0 to 24 hour slider. “Sensed” had no meaning
- After playing with the sliders, this user was able to identify photos taken at home vs. taken at South Hall and photos taken with a 202 design group
- The photos scrolling off the screen was distracting
- Wanted a “clear all” button, and the ability to have bigger icons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beginner 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Berkeley Graduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- This user didn’t have a favorite photo manager program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feedback
- All sliders were through to be filters – hours for the hour of the day, day of week represented Sunday – Monday
- Sliding sliders part-way confused the user when there was no visible effect on the clustering
- It was unclear what time range of photos were being displayed, and why some of the sliders didn’t have the expected effect.
- User noted that it would have been useful to be able to view the metadata associated with photos to find out why some sliders had no effect when the user thought they should
Experts
The expert participants were recruited from the MMM2 designers. All of the expert participants have worked on similar photo sharing and tagging problems in the past.

Expert 1
- Berkeley Undergraduate Student
- Part of the design team of the MMM2 system

Feedback
- Generally did not understand what the sliders were associated with on first look
- Did not know if the sliders related to each other
- Did understand after playing with the interface that all the way to the left was turned off and all the way to the right is turned on all the way
- Pointed out that there were two clusters of pictures from the same place and they were in different parts of the screen because they must have a different Cellular ID, wished they would have been closer together
- Felt weird mixing the sliders
- Could identify a picture cluster was on a Sunday because he could recognize his parents in the picture (and he does not regularly hang out with them during the week
- Reported that the constant animation was distracting
- It was weird that all of the photos sort of animated off into space and stuck to the edges of the screen
- Would like to be able to zoom in on a particular section of the screen
- It does make more sense as you spend more time with it
- This participant was particularly interested in being able to dive deeper seeing details about photographs, larger representations of the photos and then being able to move quickly back to the visualization

Expert 2
- Berkeley Faculty Member
- Involved in the design, development and direction of MMM2 system

Feedback
- Would have liked to be able to ‘lasso’ a selection of pictures to allow for zooming, and quick bulk processing
- Thought the interface could be improved by placing the sliders vertically then the team could allow the sliders to be reorganized the top slider being the most important hierarchically
- It would be nice to have a feature that clustered by closeness in time, so unlike day of the week, and time of day it would allow to pick a grouping of pictures that happened at a similar time
  - This might allow for more ‘event’ like clustering
- This participant thought that the current interface looks too ‘techy’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Expert 3</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Berkeley Graduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Involved in interviewing and analysis of the usage of MMM2 system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Feedback**

- It was not obvious what the sliders are supposed to be doing right away
  - Guessed it probably increased the importance of a category
  - At one moment stated “oh I see how this works”
- “It is a cool viz as far as playing with the data, I can’t see myself going back to it multiple times”
- “It is not so meaningful to me in the way I think about my photographs”
- I always end up with the big blob in the middle of the screen
- Combining the sliders is confusing
  - Might be useful to make clusters with one of the sliders, then zoom in on that cluster and re-cluster with one of the other sliders
- Might be easier to have an on and off switch for each of the variables that effect the cluster…since it seems like on/off is enough
- The constant animation gets really distracting after awhile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Expert 4</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Berkeley Graduate Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Involved in developing other areas of the MMM2 system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Feedback**

- Any additional information next to the thumbnail is distracting
- The sliders were seen to be continuous, but had confusion as to how that mapped to discrete values like day of week and cell tower ID.
- People Sensed was though to be a slider showing number of people
- Overall, initial cognitive map of the sliders was all based on filtering
- Moved cell slider half-way, noted that it had no effect
- Was able to identify clusters after putting cell tower to 100%
- South Hall, Home, Berkeley South Side
- Tried to combine clusters through brush and link (possible future feature?)
- Noted that photos taken in short bursts are already related
- Too hard historically to organize photos across downloads form a camera – but would very much like to!
- Noted that the tool was fun in itself – wanted to just let people play with it!
**Expert 5**
- Berkeley Graduate Student
- Involved in developing other areas of the MMM2 system

**Feedback**
- Using a trackpad with the interface was very difficult – would have preferred a mouse for the test
- “Photos shared” was confusing – did it mean photos shared with me?
- Was able to locate clusters of meetings initially
- Wanted to be able to increase icon size
- Comments of the visualization included “Small and globby” and “one blob is attacking another blob!”
- This user doesn’t organize photos in flickr, mostly uses it purely for a broadcast platform
Consolidated Takeaways from Usability Analysis

Sliders
- Sliders are difficult for users to understand – because people are used to thinking of “Day of Week” as discrete values, they almost always associated the left side of the slider with Sunday.
- The majority of participants’ immediate reaction is to think of the sliders as filters, something which they are more used to seeing.
- Combining sliders only rarely creates more visually interesting or useful clusters
- It is too easy to get a big glob of photographs in the middle of the screen and not know what actually is going on – beyond a certain threshold, the clustering loses value.
- Most of the participants turned the slider all the way on or all the way off and did not play with the various settings
- Terminology on the sliders needs to be improved for understandability

Work Area
- Provide users a way to turn of constant animation, create an algorithm that evens out over time
- Provide a way to keep the photographs and clusters from moving all the way to the edge of the screen
- It would be useful to allow a user to see the data associated with a picture or a cluster, but also enable them to turn the display off when it isn’t needed

Implementation Tools
In developing AMP we used the Prefuse Graph Visualization Toolkit, running in the Java 5.0 development environment. All coding was accomplished in Eclipse.

The group utilized the J2EE(JSP) API tool for exporting XML metadata from the MMM2 database, provided by the MMM2 “metadata tagging” API.

Future Work
Based on previous work, background research, and our usability testing results, we identified several key features that we believe would help to move AMP from an interesting prototype to a viable product. The biggest improvement would be improving accessibility – retrieving the data necessary for driving the visualization is a several step process. Optimally, this could be consolidated into a single step, or switch to using a platform that is more commonly used.

The following mockups take into account our research and user testing. They include the following key features, clearly separating “filtering” from “clustering.”
- Time range slider
  - Although not identified in the usability analysis providing a time range slider will be crucial to AMP in the future. This allows a user to select a
range of contiguous time, it also works like a filter narrowing the number of photographs displayed on the screen as a single time.

- **History “Bookmarks”**
  - Allowing a user to save some preferred settings, creating a history of their favorite clusters was identified as important

- **Filtering mechanisms**
  - It is useful to provide filtering mechanisms based on critical feedback from class, beginners and experts. All filters except for the selection of the time range are provided in a drop-down advanced display. The advanced display is the second figure shown below.
    - **Cell Tower**
      - The advanced options provided with the cell tower slider allow for a user to select specific towers. The team is aware that selecting a cell tower number is exceptionally not user friendly and that a city, state or even zip code would be more understandable than a cell tower id number. Currently that information is unavailable to us.
    - **Hour of Day:**
      - The advanced options provided with hour of day allows the user to select specific times they would like photos to be displayed from.
    - **Day of Week:**
      - Like hour of day the day of week filter allows for specific days of the week to be selected and deselected.
    - **Sensed People, Photographer, Photo Shared With**
      - Use a single set of filters. A user can choose the people they would like included or not included then use any of the sliders to change the attraction of the remaining photos.

- **Coloring of groups**
  - It could be useful to utilize basic light coloring behind pictures that are being grouped/clustered with using the same variable.
  - There also might be a use for creating colored groups based on the selection of data or strength of attraction used by the sliders. For example, if Cell Tower is red and hour of the Day is blue photographs grouped by two variables would have purple behind them. (NOT DISPLAYED)

- **Metadata display**
  - Textual display of data on the work area could be useful, as long as there is an option to turn it off and on, since the amount of data will most likely become overwhelming (NOT DISPLAYED)

- **Slider feedback**
  - Giving some feedback to what the sliders are doing, and what the setting is will be of great importance in the future as AMP is developed further. Currently a shadowed indicator has been added. This may not work well since during some usability tests participants thought that the sliders were signifying quantity and not pull (and the ramp will not resolve that misunderstanding)

- **Multiple Views/Windowing**
- It might be useful to have an overview window to display the entirety of the dataset and then allow the user to zoom in on a section, this would allow for context to always be retained and larger views of photos to be accommodated without having to go to a separate screen.
In addition to the features visible in the mockups, the following features are being considered:

- The thumbnails would dynamically resize to fit the available screen space as the filters changed the number of visible thumbnails.
- Wall-forces could keep thumbnails from edging off the screen
- A “tagging” feature assigns one or more key words to a colored thumbnail cluster, identifying a group of photos for later recall.
- Ways to represent the sliding categories hierarchically allowing users to specify which one of the variables has precedence
- Time sliders that allow selection of contiguous times, this would allow a user to cluster all photos that were taken close together, the current interface does not support such a cluster.
- A simpler representation of the slider interface, using a binary on and off switch instead of changing springiness via the sliders the software would define the springs behind the scenes.
- Integration with popular photo repository sites that support metadata, including flickr.

Summary

Photo management challenges many of the traditional notions of browsing and searching. Looking at the available tools like Google Images or Picasa, organization and retrieval of photos is still a fairly labor intensive and manual process. However, by including principles of filtering and grouping by similarity, we can get closer to potentially creating the optimal cognitive spatial layout of a photo collection.

In summary, AMP has been designed to dynamically create an ‘ideal’ layout of photographs for photo viewing and tagging. By utilizing the contextual metadata associated with every pair of photographs displayed, we are able to generate a calculated value of closeness between any two photos. Users are given a chance to explore the data and effectively touch the variables by manipulating slider controls to generate varying views of the photos. Clustering of the photo thumbnails is accomplished through a simple force directed layout, with each thumbnail repelling one another while potentially attracted to the other thumbnails with similar metadata. The interactivity of the interface provides quick and rapid feedback along with continuous scaling of photo attractiveness.

We have conducted a preliminary usability analysis to test if our interface is understandable, and is actually helpful in the photo organization process. We have found that the clustering of photos is understandable and users can pick out days, events and people, but the sliders are not well defined and are thus confusing for even expert users. While feedback is currently provided in terms of clustering of photos, ideally, providing some transparency behind what each slider control influences will be necessary. Also, the ability to filter the various slider inputs would be useful as well.
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